Uniform List
See also the price list from APT Clothing







White long-sleeved shirt
WA tie with a coloured stripe * WA blazer
WA blue jumper
Dark grey trousers
Dark grey skirt (girls may wear trousers or skirt) Plain black socks or tights
Plain black leather shoes (trainers and trainer-type shoes are not allowed) If worn, plain
dark-coloured overcoat without logos

Note that Girls ONLY in Years 10 and 11 wear a white blouse with no tie instead of the shirt and
tie.

PE Kit






WA Black shorts
WA white polo shirt
WA jogging bottoms
WA fleece or WA sports jumper
White or black trainers

Expectation:
Students should look smartly presented at all times. This includes wearing shirts tucked in, wearing
blazers around school site, and wearing ties at an appropriate length.
No jewellery should be worn in school other than a small watch (no digital watches will be
permitted in examinations) and one small pair of stud earrings, of silver or gold colour, worn one in
each lobe. Piercings at any other place in the ear or face are not permitted at all.
Hair accessories should be small. No ‘cut-ins’ are permitted and hair colour should be natural. False
eyelashes, nail extensions, nail varnish, and excessive make-up are not allowed.
Please note: students who are not compliant with the uniform expectation will not be permitted to
go to lessons and may be sent home.

Equipment List
School bag able to comfortably carry an A4 folder Homework Diary (provided by the Academy)
Scientific Calculator, e.g. a Casio
Reading Book
Small English dictionary
Pencil Case
The pencil case should include:
Black or blue pen
Green pen Red pen Two pencils Eraser
Pencil Sharpener
A highlighter of any colour
A small glue stick
* Please note that currently, 2018-19, the coloured stripe in the tie is as follows:
Yr 7: Yellow
Yr 8: Green
Yr 9: Blue
Yr 10:
Purple
Yr 11: Red
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